Using molecular dynamics, we simulate the crystallisation of calcite from an amorphous calcium carbonate precursor within the confines of a cylindrical potential. The crystallisation rates of various low-index calcite surfaces are measured. A notable inhibition in the growth of the (00.1) surface is observed and a mechanism relating to the rotation of the carbonate ions is proposed to explain it.
Introduction
Calcium carbonate (CaCO 3 ) is one of the most important and abundant biominerals on earth and crystallises into one of three polymorphs: calcite (the most stable), aragonite and vaterite. Amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) is also recognised as a common biomineral that exists in both anhy-drous and hydrated forms [1] . The transient anhydrous ACC phase occurs as a precursor to the crystalline polymorphs and is commonly exploited by biological systems; rather than precipitate directly from solution, biogenic single crystals grow from an amorphous precursor that has precipitated within a constrained volume, such as a vesicle or a cellular membrane [2] . This strategy enhances the chemical and structural control that biological systems have over mineralisation. For instance, the local mineralisation site can act as a mould, bestowing a particular morphology upon the amorphous precursor which is retained post-crystallisation. The tri-radiate spicules of sea urchin larvae provide a well-studied example of this [3, 4] . Furthermore, crystallising directly from a dense precursor circumvents the slow ion diffusion characteristic of classical growth, and facilitates the use of additives in further controlling growth [5] .
Track-etched membranes were identified by Loste and Meldrum [6] to be an ideal system for studying the crystallisation of calcite from ACC in confinement and have since been applied in other studies [7, 8] . These experiments involve precipitating amorphous calcium carbonate within cylindrical pores etched into a polycarbonate membrane, with diameters ranging from 50 nm to 10 µm depending on the study. The ACC subsequently crystallises to form single crystals of calcite with cylindrical morphologies.
Inspired by this experimental work, we have employed molecular dynamics to model the crystallisation of calcite from anhydrous ACC in vacuo within the confines of a cylindrical potential well. The crystallisation rate was enhanced by imposing an elevated temperature of 1000 K, in contrast to previous simulations of ACC that employed metadynamics to enhance the 2 crystallisation rate [9, 10, 11] . Such a temperature is unrealistically high but we would expect the same growth mechanisms to dominate at room temperature. We report the relative growth rates of six low-index surfaces and present a comparison of the structural evolution of the two polar surfaces.
Water is known to play a significant role in the crystallisation of calcium carbonate [12] and its absence from our model may appear to be a crucial factor. However, transient ACC is usually anhydrous and is often isolated from solution in nature. Indeed, Beniash et al. [13] suggest that organisms may expel water in order to increase control over crystallisation. There is also strong evidence from biogenic systems that dehydration of ACC precedes its crystallisation even in aqueous environments [14] .
It will also be seen that our model induces a solid-state ACC-to-calcite transformation as opposed to the dissolution-reprecipitation mechanism observed in, e.g., Ref [7] . The prevalence of such a transformation has yet to be established experimentally but it has been inferred to have occurred both in vivo [3, 13, 15] and in vitro [16, 17] .
Methodology

The molecular dynamics model
The confining role of the pores in the track-etched membrane was emulated by an external cylindrical potential of the form
A calcite crystal consisting of 3190 CaCO 3 units was melted at 3000 K within this cavity so as to acquire ACC. This is a standard method for 3 producing ACC in MD studies of calcium carbonate. The ACC adopted the same cylindrical morphology of the potential, assuming a diameter and length of approximately 5 nm and 12 nm, respectively.
After melting, a calcite cylinder was added to one end of the amorphous rod. The calcite cylinder was frozen while the remaining system was quenched at 1000 K. At this temperature the ACC was metastable with respect to the calcite cylinder which acted as a nucleus for the subsequent calcite growth within the ACC. The growth surface could be selected by constructing our artificial nucleus to have the desired crystal orientation. This model is illustrated in Figure 1 .
The MD simulations were carried out using the DL_POLY Classic [18] software package in the canonical (NVT) ensemble. Rhombohedral periodic boundary conditions (6 × 6 × 18 nm) were imposed so that the Ewald summation method could be employed to handle the long-range electrostatics; a vacuum slab of approximately 5 nm prevented self-interaction between the images. The calcium carbonate was described by the Pavese [19] interatomic potential. The pressure was zero. The Nosé-Hoover thermostat was used to maintain the desired temperature. The Verlet algorithm with a time-step of 1 fs was used to integrate the equations of motion.
Measuring the crystallisation rate
The first step in our method for measuring the crystallisation rate was the identification of a suitable subset of the rod for the analysis. This subset, of cross-sectional area A, was chosen to enclose only the bulk of the rod, as illustrated in Figure 1 . The bulk is only used as identifying order within the surface is unreliable and also the cross-sectional area is required 4 in computing the crystallisation rate, as detailed below. The next step was the computation of the function n(t) which counts the number of ions within the subset that belong to the calcite grain at time t. Measuring this quantity involves distinguishing ions with a local crystal structure from those with no crystal structure. To achieve this, Steinhardt et al [20] introduced the following complex numbers that quantify the local order of each particle j,
where n b (j) equals the number of particles bonded to particle j, Y m (r) are the spherical harmonics of degree in the direction r, and r jk is the vector connecting particle j to particle k. We define particle k as being bonded to particle j if it falls within the first neighbour shell (from the pair correlation function, r jk < 3.6Å). These complex numbers can be combined into a rotationally-invariant form,
which provides a sort of "shape spectroscopy" for an appropriately chosen , whereby q (j) assumes a value that reflects the local crystal symmetry of particle j.
Lechner and Dellago [21] proposed that the q m (j) parameters be averaged over the first neighbour shell and the particle j itself, resulting in the new
which can be combined to form the rotationally-invariant p (j) in a way analagous to Eq. (3). This modification was shown to achieve a higher sensitivity to differing structures.
The q order parameters have been applied to calcium carbonate in previous work; in Refs [11, 22] they were employed to characterise all three of the crystalline polymorphs (at room temperature and atmospheric pressure).
Delineating multiple polymorphs requires that q be evaluated between various pairs of species, C-C, C-Ca, Ca-O, etc. In this work, however, we are forcing the calcite polymorph only and so have the convenience of treating all calcium and carbonate ions as single particles of an indistinguishable species.
Four order parameters, q 4 , p 4 , q 6 and p 6 , were sampled to find the most effective at differentiating calcite from ACC. The effectiveness of each can be gauged by computing their distribution in a sample of bulk calcite and, separately, in a sample of bulk ACC. At 1000 K these distributions will inevitably overlap since the high temperature blurs the division between the two phases; the objective is to minimise the overlap. The distributions of the four order parameters are plotted in Figure 2 where it can be seen that p 4 has the least overlap, with the calcite and ACC distributions delimited by the value p 4 = 0.53. We therefore define the function n(t) to be the number of ions j in the subset at time t that satisfy
The gradient dn/dt, obtained through linear regression, measures the average rate at which the calcite grain grows. The crystallisation rate, defined to be the rate of layer formation, is then simply the gradient dn/dt divided 6 by the number of ions per layer,
where ρ is the ionic density for the surface orientation of interest (listed in Table 1 ).
Results and discussion
Relative crystallisation rates
The crystallisation rates of six surfaces were measured using the approach outlined above and are presented in Table 1 . The function n(t) for each surface is plotted in Figure 3 and reveals steady growth in all cases with the exception of (01.8), discussed in §3.2.
It is informative to compare our observed growth rates to those predicted by crystal growth models, focusing on those that predict the growth morphology as opposed to the equilibrium morphology based on surface energies [23] .
In particular, the Bravais-Friedel-Donnay-Harker (BFDH) law [24, 25, 26] states that the most important crystallographic forms will have the greatest interplanar spacings. Consequently, as a rule of thumb, surfaces with lower ionic densities ρ are expected to crystallise quicker. From the values of ρ presented in Table 1 , it can be seen that the non-polar orientations, (10.0), Growth models based on attachment energies [27] appear congruous with BFDH. The attachment energies for a subset of the surfaces considered in 7 this work were computed in Ref [28] for unrelaxed surfaces using the same interatomic potential employed here. The non-polar surfaces for which the data is available are found to crystallise in the order predicted based on these attachment energies, E attach , presented in Table 1 . The polar (00.1) surface, however, remains significantly slower than expected. The cause of this inhibition will be discussed in §3.3.
It should be noted that we reproduced the relative order of the growth rates presented in Table 1 for slabs periodic in two dimensions. The results are therefore not unique to confined systems.
The (01.8) surface
The growth of the nanorod with the (01.8) nucleus is noteworthy. In constrast to the other orientations, this particular rod initially grew a few layers with the desired (01.8) surface but then other growth surfaces emerged.
Visual inspection revealed a pair of {10.4} planes that met in the centre of the rod and were intersected by a {00.1} plane from a perpendicular direction, see Figure 4 . The transition from the flat (01.8) surface to this hybrid surface is apparent in the plot of n(t) in Figure 3 where the growth rate is seen to drop off quite significantly after an initially high rate. The resultant growth surface persisted throughout the crystallisation of the rod, supporting our claim that (00.1) and (10.4) are both notably (and equally) slow surfaces.
The measured growth rate for (01.8) that is presented in Table 1 is based only on the growth of the first few layers. As the secondary growth front emerged, the growth rate dropped off by a factor of five. 
The polar surfaces
Both of the polar surfaces, (00.1) and (01.2), were found to grow slower than theoretically predicted. This inhibition may be attributable to the layering process which is slightly more involved in the polar surfaces since it involves charge separation. It is also plausible that the crystallisation of polar surfaces entails a greater level of cooperation between consecutive layers than it does in the non-polar surfaces and that this further impedes growth. It is not so clear, however, why the (00.1) surface should grow significantly (30%) slower than (01.2) despite being significantly (40%) less dense.
Crystallisation of polar surfaces involves two slightly overlapping stages:
the separation of charge into layers, followed by the ionic ordering within those layers. In both polar surfaces, the charge was observed to separate rapidly near to the crystal surface and the rate-limiting step was found to be the ionic ordering. To demonstrate this, let us define n j to be the unit vector normal to the carbonate j that has a non-negative z component. We then introduce the following order parameter for the kth layer of carbonate ions,
where · k j denotes the average over all carbonates j belonging to the kth crystal layer. By tracing all of the carbonate ions belonging to the kth layer through time, this quantity provides a measure of how unified their directions are (and therefore how ordered the layer is) at each moment in time, ranging from ∼ 0.9 rad in the case of ACC to ∼ 0.2 rad in the case of the final calcite layer. Plotting this parameter for the (arbitrarily chosen) second carbonate layer in each rod (Figure 5a ) reveals that the ions order more rapidly in (01.2), from which we conclude that the ionic ordering is indeed the source of inhibition for (00.1). We now consider the cause of this.
The direction of each carbonate can be represented in (hemi)spherical coordinates (θ, φ), where φ ∈ [0, 90
• ] is the angle between the normal of the carbonate and the growth direction, and θ ∈ [0, 360 • ) is the corresponding azimuthal angle. In amorphous calcium carbonate, the orientations of the carbonates are randomly distributed and so the probability of finding a carbonate aligned within the differential solid angle dΩ(θ, φ) ≡ sin(φ) dφ dθ will be directly proportional to dΩ ∝ sin(φ). It follows that carbonate ions with a larger φ will be more abundant in ACC than those with a smaller φ. The carbonate ions in the (01.2) surface have a fairly large φ angle of 63
• , compared with φ = 0 • for the (00.1) surface. Consequently, as noted in [29] , the φ-distribution in ACC has a much closer resemblance to that in (01.2). This can be seen to be the case in Figures 5b and 5c where the φ-distribution of the second carbonate layer is plotted for both (01.2) and (00.1) at the three stages labelled in Figure 5a : A) pre-crystallisation, B) midway through, and C) post-crystallisation.
In one sense then, the carbonate ions have "further" to rotate in forming (00.1). Indeed, it is easily shown that the average change in φ that each carbonate in ACC must undergo in forming a perfect (00.1) surface is around 57
• , in contrast to only 18
• for (01.2). A likely consequence is that the correct charge density (a significant driver of crystallisation) will take longer to emerge for (00.1) than for any other surface. This is because the φ-distribution determines the charge density that each carbonate layer exposes to its neighbouring layers (due to the charge distribution of the carbonate ions).
The results from this study offer a possible explanation for the dominance of (01.2)-oriented crystallisation on self-assembled monolayers and other organic substrates [30, 31, 32] . For instance, in the case of carboxylate terminated alkyl thiols, self-assembled on gold substrates, the headgroup spacing is almost perfectly commensurate with the (00.1) surface of calcite and yet the (01.2) face crystallises [9, 30] . The higher growth rate of (01.2) observed in this study could be responsible, although in view of the disparity between our model and the experimental conditions on organic substrates, this is somewhat speculative.
Conclusions
The crystallisation of calcite from an ACC precursor within the confines of a cylindrical potential were simulated using molecular dynamics. The relative growth rates of six surfaces were measured and reported. The nonpolar surfaces crystallised at a rate consistent with crystal growth models whereas the two polar surfaces were both unexpectedly slow, crystallising at a rate comparable to the slow-growing, low-energy (10.4) surface. This was especially true for (00.1).
An investigation of the structural evolution within the polar surfaces revealed that the charge separation (layering) occurred rapidly in the vicinity of the crystal surface and that the rate-limiting step for the crystal growth was the ionic ordering within those layers. We have proposed that growth in the [00.1] direction is inhibited as a consequence of the carbonate ions in ACC having further to rotate (with respect to the growth direction) than they do for any other crystal orientation. This, in turn, could impede the emergence of the charge density displayed by each layer.
The results and analysis presented here offer insight into the observed crystallisation rates of calcium carbonate in molecular dynamics simulations. The six orientations investigated in this work, ordered based on the growth rates G. The ionic densities ρ and attachment energies E attach (where available) are also specified. The ionic colours in the samples correspond to Ca (green), C (grey), and O (red).
